Girls Night Out (GNO)  
Fashion Session Outline-Facilitator Copy

5:00-6:00 Set up for GNO & facilitator meeting

5:30-6:00 Peer Training

6:00-6:15 GNO Initial Activities & “Business”
- Distribute GNO bucks for bringing GNO materials as girls arrive
- Unstructured conversation practice & distribute session supports
  - Conversation key rings; Gabby’s getting ready guide & fashion trends visual supports in planner.
  - GNO bucks & specific feedback for conversation. Focus on Relate to the person and activity (PA).

6:15-6:25 Relate introduction and practice: Relating to the Person and the Activity (PA)
- Brief overview followed by Relate to person activity in small groups
  - Girls partner up and go through Keynote presentation (content, examples, & video clip)
  - Conversation practice using keyrings for topic ideas
- Data collection

6:25-6:40 Homework & Partner Activity
- Brief review of homework from last week
  - Who contacted their My GNO Friends? Anyone come up with GNO store ideas?
  - Partner Activity: Partner with GNO Friend and do WIDTW sheet for today by talking it out with them.
- Review purpose of key rings

6:40-7:10 Clothing in context presentation (whole group)
- IPAD presentation on TV: Gabby’s Getting Ready (guide for deciding what to wear)
  - Test your outfit activity: Example scenario & practice.
- IPAD presentation: Spring and Summer Trends 2015
  - Discuss trends via IPAD and clothing examples-Community Partner
  - Creating outfits with basics and trends-Community partner demonstration
- Small group activity – Getting Gabby Ready (slide on screen with Gabby’s tips)
  - Split into three groups (each group needs a set of clothes)
  - Each group has 3-5 scenarios to choose from (hand out scenarios)
  - Each group shares one outfit and scenario with large group
  - Give GNO bucks & specific feedback for selecting appropriate clothes, asking opinions, etc.

7:10-7:40 Partner Activity – “Shop til you drop!”
- Put people in groups of 2-3 and provide scenarios (promote selecting appropriate clothing, giving and receiving feedback, and conversation).
- Facilitators provide specific praise and GNO bucks

7:40 Closing and “catch up” time
- Discuss next week’s session, GNO homework, WIDTW sheets, and using Gabby’s getting ready as guideline to pick clothes each day.
  - Social time and conversation practice: (coaching and GNO bucks); allow girls to “shop” at GNO store

8:00-9:00 Post GNO Facilitator Meeting
- Collect all materials/measures, organize and enter data
- Complete integrity checklist and organize next session